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QUESTION 1

Your network contains an Active Directory domain named contoso.com. 

You create two global groups named Group1 and Group2. The group membership of each group is shown in the
following table. 

You create the Password Settings objects (PSOs) shown in the following table. 

In the table below, identify which PSOs will apply to User1 and User2. Make only one selection in each column. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Note: 

* PSO2 has the lowest precedence. PSO2 is linked to GROUP1. Both User1 and User2 are members of Group1. 

* Precedence. This is an integer value that is used to resolve conflicts if multiple PSOs are applied to a user or group
object. 

* Each PSO has an additional attribute named msDS-PasswordSettingsPrecedence, which assists in the calculation of
RSOP. The msDS-PasswordSettingsPrecedence attribute has an integer value of 1 or greater. A lower value for the 

precedence attribute indicates that the PSO has a higher rank, or a higher priority, than other PSOs. For example,
suppose an object has two PSOs linked to it. One PSO has a precedence value of 2 and the other PSO has a
precedence 

value of 4. 

In this case, the PSO that has the precedence value of 2 has a higher rank and, hence, is applied to the object. 

* If multiple PSOs are linked to a user or group, the resultant PSO that is applied is determined as follows: 

1. A PSO that is linked directly to the user object is the resultant PSO. (Multiple PSOs should not be directly linked to a
user object.) 

2. If no PSO is linked directly to the user object, the global security group memberships of the user, and all PSOs that
are applicable to the user based on those global group memberships, are compared. The PSO with the lowest
precedence 

value is the resultant PSO. 

3. If no PSO is obtained from conditions (1) and (2), the Default Domain Policy is applied. 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has an Active Directory forest. Not all domain controllers in the forest are configured as Global Catalog
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Servers. Your domain structure contains one root domain and one child domain. 

You modify the folder permissions on a file server that is in the child domain. You discover that some Access Control
entries start with S-1-5-21 and that no account name is listed. 

You need to list the account names. 

What should you do? 

A. Move the RID master role in the child domain to a domain controller that holds the Global Catalog. 

B. Modify the schema to enable replication of the friendlynames attribute to the Global Catalog. 

C. Move the RID master role in the child domain to a domain controller that does not hold the Global Catalog. 

D. Move the infrastructure master role in the child domain to a domain controller that does not hold the Global Catalog. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc780850%28v=ws.10%29.aspx Security identifiers 

Security identifiers (SIDs) are numeric values that identify a user or group. For each access control entry (ACE), there
exists a SID that identifies the user or group for whom access is allowed, denied, or audited. Well-known security
identifiers 

(special identities): 

Network (S-1-5-2) Includes all users who are logged on through a network connection. Access tokens for interactive
users do not contain the Network SID. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc773108%28v=ws.10%29.aspx Operations master roles Active Directory
supports multimaster replication of the directory data store between all domain controllers (DC) in the domain, so all
domain 

controllers in a domain are essentially peers. However, some changes are impractical to perform in using multimaster
replication, so, for each of these types of changes, one domain controller, called the operations master, accepts
requests 

for such changes. 

In every forest, there are at least five operations master roles that are assigned to one or more domain controllers.
Forest-wide operations master roles must appear only once in every forest. Domain-wide operations master roles must
appear 

once in every domain in the forest. 

Domain-wide operations master roles 

Every domain in the forest must have the following roles: 

Relative ID (RID) master 

Primary domain controller (PDC) emulator master 

Infrastructure master 

These roles must be unique in each domain. This means that each domain in the forest can have only one RID master,
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PDC emulator master, and infrastructure master. 

... 

Infrastructure master 

At any time, there can be only one domain controller acting as the infrastructure master in each domain. 

The infrastructure master is responsible for updating references from objects in its domain to objects in other domains.
The infrastructure master compares its data with that of a global catalog. Global catalogs receive regular updates for 

objects in all domains through replication, so the global catalog data will always be up to date. If the infrastructure
master finds data that is out of date, it requests the updated data from a global catalog. The infrastructure master then 

replicates that updated data to the other domain controllers in the domain. 

Important 

Unless there is only one domain controller in the domain, the infrastructure master role should not be assigned to the
domain controller that is hosting the global catalog. If the infrastructure master and global catalog are on the same
domain 

controller, the infrastructure master will not function. The infrastructure master will never find data that is out of date, so
it will never replicate any changes to the other domain controllers in the domain. 

In the case where all of the domain controllers in a domain are also hosting the global catalog, all of the domain
controllers will have the current data and it does not matter which domain controller holds the infrastructure master role. 

The infrastructure master is also responsible for updating the group-to-user references whenever the members of
groups are renamed or changed. When you rename or move a member of a group (and that member resides in a
different 

domain from the group), the group may temporarily appear not to contain that member. 

The infrastructure master of the group\\'s domain is responsible for updating the group so it knows the new name or
location of the member. This prevents the loss of group memberships associated with a user account when the user
account 

is renamed or moved. The infrastructure master distributes the update via multimaster replication. 

There is no compromise to security during the time between the member rename and the group update. Only an
administrator looking at that particular group membership would notice the temporary inconsistency. 

 

QUESTION 3

You work for an organization with a single Windows Server 2008 R2 Active Directory domain. The domain has OUs for
Sales, Marketing, Admin, RandD and Finance. 

You need only the users in the Finance OU to get Windows Office 2010 installed automatically onto their computers. 

You create a GPO named OfficeApp. 

What is the next step in getting all the Finance users Office 2010? 

A. Edit the GPO and assign the Office application to the users account. Link the GPO to the Finance OU. 
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B. Edit the GPO and assign the Office application to the users account. Link the GPO to the domain. 

C. Edit the GPO and assign the Office application to the computer account. Link the GPO to the domain. 

D. Edit the GPO and assign the Office application to the computer account. Link the GPO to the Finance OU. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A user attempts to join a computer to the domain, but the attempt fails. You need to ensure that the user can join fifty
computer to the domain. You must ensure that the user is denied any additional rights beyond those required to
complete the task. 

What should you do? 

A. Prestage each computer account in the Active Directory domain. 

B. Deploy a Group Policy Object (GPO) that modifies the user rights settings. 

C. Add the user to the Domain Administrators group for one day. 

D. Deploy a Group Policy object (GPO) that modifies the Restricted Groups settings. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Contoso, Ltd. has an Active Directory domain named ad.contoso.com. Fabrikam, Inc. has an Active Directory domain
named intranet.fabrikam.com. Fabrikam\\'s security policy prohibits the transfer of internal DNS zone data outside the
Fabrikam network. 

You need to ensure that the Contoso users are able to resolve names from the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a new stub zone for the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

B. Configure conditional forwarding for the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

C. Create a standard secondary zone for the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

D. Create an Active DirectoryCintegrated zone for the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

Correct Answer: B 

Answer: Configure conditional forwarding for the intranet.fabrikam.com domain. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc730756.aspx Understanding Forwarders 
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A forwarder is a Domain Name System (DNS) server on a network that forwards DNS queries for external DNS names
to DNS servers outside that network. You can also forward queries according to specific domain names using
conditional 

forwarders. 

You designate a DNS server on a network as a forwarder by configuring the other DNS servers in the network to
forward the queries that they cannot resolve locally to that DNS server. By using a forwarder, you can manage name
resolution 

for names outside your network, such as names on the Internet, and improve the efficiency of name resolution for the
computers in your network. The following figure illustrates how external name queries are directed with forwarders. 

Conditional forwarders 

A conditional forwarder is a DNS server on a network that forwards DNS queries according to the DNS domain name in
the query. For example, you can configure a DNS server to forward all the queries that it receives for names ending
with 

corp.contoso.com to the IP address of a specific DNS server or to the IP addresses of multiple DNS servers. 

Further information: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc794735%28v=ws.10%29.aspx Assign a Conditional Forwarder for a Domain
Name 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc754941.aspx Configure a DNS Server to Use Forwarders 
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